
THE 7 CRITICAL
RECRUITING TRENDS
IMPACTING MEDICAL
DEVICES IN 2023



Following the “Great Resignation” of 2022, candidates have
grown increasingly discerning about where they choose to
work, and which employers they are willing to join. Priorities
and preferences have changed, and employees are more
than ready to move in search of better opportunities. 

According to the Hiring and Workplace Trends report for
2023, rising economic inactivity rates and a widening post-
pandemic participation gap suggest available candidates will
continue to shrink in the year ahead. Job postings in the UK
are currently 42% above their pre-pandemic levels, and 95%
of employers say they find it extremely difficult to discover
new talent. 

To thrive in this complex space, business leaders need to
rework their recruitment strategy, with a focus on the key
elements that really matter to top talent. Flexibility, empathy,
and diversity will continue to be key influencers in the 2023
recruitment market. As Gen Z continues to enter the
workforce, there will also be an increased focus on candidate
care, wellbeing, and inclusion.

As a leader and hiring manager in your current company, it’s
crucial to understand how the global shifts in the labour
market may influence how you hire this year. 

Therefore, here at Advance Recruitment, we’re listing some of
the top critical recruiting trends to be aware of in 2023. 

Thanks,
The Team at Advance RecruitmentIN
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For the last couple of years, employers in
the medical devices space have consistently
struggled with a complex, skill-short hiring
market. Unfortunately, while some
challenges imposed by the pandemic in
2020-2022 are beginning to alleviate,
recruitment is unlikely to get much easier in
2023.

https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2022/06/the-great-resignation-is-not-over/
https://www.hiringlab.org/2022/11/16/indeed-glassdoor-hiring-and-workplace-trends-report-2023/
https://www.roberthalf.com/employment-trends-demand-for-skilled-talent#hiring_challenges
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Over the last couple of years, the traditional 9-to-5 workplace has
grown increasingly less common. Today, team members demand
more flexibility in their employment, and many are actively seeking
opportunities for remote and hybrid work.

Remote and Flexible Work are
Here to Stay

Positions offering remote work have substantial potential
to attract a wider number of candidates from every
generation. Studies also indicate remote working
opportunities increase employee engagement, reduce
medical sales turnover, and drive increases in productivity. 

However, not every position is suitable for remote work.
Indeed, it’s estimated only around a third of occupations
are suited to flexible working strategies. Surgery can’t be
performed, trucks can’t be driven, and food can’t be
prepared from home for waiting consumers. 

As a result, companies need to think more carefully about
how they can offer flexibility to their staff. When remote
and hybrid work isn’t an option, giving team members
more control over their schedule or working hours may be
an alternative. 

Jobs offering “flexible” working strategies have increased
by 274%, while searches for remote work have risen by
674% since the beginning of the pandemic. The good news
for recruiters is this “flexible” landscape is widening the
available labour pool for those in search of top talent. 

Indeed, a recent Korn Ferry survey found 76% of professionals would prefer their work weeks to
shift to less traditional hours. Options like the “four-day” workweek may be an ideal solution to
give employees more “recovery time” between weeks in the office or workspace.
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https://www.hiringlab.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/11/Indeed-Glassdoor-Workplace-Trends-Report-.pdf?isid=hiringlab_us&ikw=hiringlab_us_2022%2F11%2F16%2Findeed-glassdoor-hiring-and-workplace-trends-report-2023%2F_textlink_https%3A%2F%2Fwww.hiringlab.org%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2F2022%2F11%2FIndeed-Glassdoor-Workplace-Trends-Report-.pdf
https://www.hiringlab.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/11/Indeed-Glassdoor-Workplace-Trends-Report-.pdf?isid=hiringlab_us&ikw=hiringlab_us_2022%2F11%2F16%2Findeed-glassdoor-hiring-and-workplace-trends-report-2023%2F_textlink_https%3A%2F%2Fwww.hiringlab.org%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2F2022%2F11%2FIndeed-Glassdoor-Workplace-Trends-Report-.pdf
https://www.kornferry.com/content/dam/kornferry-v2/featured-topics/pdf/Paper-RPO-TA-trends-2023.pdf


Summary: All candidates are likely to continue looking for a flexible
working arrangement. Where hybrid and remote work isn’t a
possibility, be prepared to compromise and get creative on giving
your team members more flexibility.
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Remote and Flexible Work are
Here to Stay

Where flexibility isn’t an option, employers may need to be prepared to be more flexible about
adjusting schedules according to the specific needs of each employee. For instance, giving
staff more opportunities to switch shifts so they can care for children, seek out mental health
support, or simply manage their day-to-day lives more effectively could be beneficial. 

Many candidates are now looking for companies to promote “work-life integration”. In other
words, they want to put more hours into their career on the days when it’s most convenient
and focus on their everyday needs when necessary. Being able to take an afternoon break to
pick up kids from school, and then put more hours in on the evening is appealing to
employees. 
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Across compensation levels, there have been substantial gains over the last 12 months,
particularly in sectors where skill shortages are creating a particularly tight labour market. To
attract medical sales specialists, many companies are even beginning to experiment with “sign
on bonuses” and extra cash injections, designed to convince candidates to accept offers fast. 

02
Employees Demand Better
Compensation and Benefits
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In virtually every industry, companies are being pushed to deliver
higher salaries and additional benefits to team members struggling
with the cost-of-living crisis. Pay award expectations are rising, as
team members face unpredictable spikes in housing and living
costs.

of candidates say
perks are a

significant factor
when choosing a

role

60%
Unfortunately, significant pay rises are unlikely to be
sustainable for long periods. Raising wages isn’t always
possible, particularly for companies with limited budgets.
As a result, companies need to set themselves apart with
the right benefits instead. 60% of candidates now say
perks are a significant factor in determining which role
they accept. 

Notably, benefits which may have captured employee
attention in recent years, like in-house gyms and food
packages may no longer attract the right attention.
Instead, many employees are looking for holistic benefits
which support their work/life balance. Healthcare support 

Perks which demonstrate empathy and commitment to employee well-being are likely to
have a lasting impression on candidates. Around 90% of employees believe how they feel at
work matters, but only 49% of respondents say their company is measuring wellbeing. 

Wellbeing plans which include access to mental health support, childcare assistance, and
other useful benefits will not only attract new talent but help to maintain employee
engagement. This is particularly crucial now the issue of “burnout” is becoming more
significant to medical sales employees at every level. 

Summary: Employers need to ensure their compensation packages
are on-par with competing brands. Where increasing wages isn’t
possible, holistic benefits supporting good well-being, flexibility,
and mental health will be essential. 

paid time off, and assistance in building retirement funds are all gaining popularity. 

https://www.cipd.co.uk/knowledge/work/trends/labour-market-outlook/
https://hbr.org/2017/02/the-most-desirable-employee-benefits
https://www.indeed.com/employers/work-happiness
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As candidates continue the search for more empathetic employers,
the focus on “Diversity, Equity” and Inclusion” is rising. According to
a Glassdoor report, diversity and inclusion policies are particularly
important to younger workers, such as the new Gen Z medical sales
staff entering the landscape in 2023 and beyond. 

DEI Remains Essential

Approximately 74% of staff members say corporate
investment in diversity, equity and inclusion is
either “somewhat” or “very” important when
considering a new job. The workforce of tomorrow
will need to demonstrate a consistent commitment
to DEI initiatives. Companies with a good focus in
this area will be able to attract more employees and
generate better outcomes too. 

A diverse workforce delivers a wider range of
perspectives and insights, allowing businesses to
thrive and innovate. Companies without a
comprehensive DE&I strategy lack innovations and
fresh perspectives, while those with ethnically and
gender-diverse leadership teams outperform their
peers by up to 36%, according to the latest
McKinsey report.

https://www.grantthornton.co.uk/insights/what-would-a-recession-bring-for-recruitment-companies/
https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/diversity-and-inclusion/diversity-wins-how-inclusion-matters


Summary: Building a DEI strategy into your hiring plan expands
your talent pool and helps to create a more welcoming workplace.
The best DE&I plans are embedded into every aspect of your
company culture, making every team member feel welcome. 

03 DEI Remains Essential

1

Making job ads more inclusive:
Avoid discriminatory language
like “young go-getter”

Unfortunately, around 50% of employees currently feel their employer isn’t doing enough to
promote diversity. Companies need to focus on building diversity, equity, and inclusion in every
component of their culture. This includes:

2

Targeting diversity referrals:
Allow existing employees to
suggest new hires

3

Sourcing from various pools
of talent: Work with recruiters
to source new candidates

4

Leveraging internship and
mentorship programs: Help
diverse teams to work together

5

Train managers to avoid
unconscious bias: Provide
consistent DEI education
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https://www.talentful.com/us/stories/diversity-equity-inclusion-in-hiring-6-long-short-term-strategies/
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Candidates no longer go into interviews asking whether the company likes them, but whether
they like the idea of working with the company. As a result, business leaders need to be
prepared to be interviewed by top talent when they’re searching for the right team members.

Extensive Candidate Care Is a Must

One thing we’ve noticed as a medical device recruitment specialist
is a growing focus on the demand for candidate care. In a skills-
short marketplace, candidates are looking for evidence of empathy,
support, and clear communication from their employers before
they’re willing to accept a role. 

of job seekers
would consider

leaving a negative
review due to a

long recruitment
process

43%
Delivering exceptional candidate care means creating an end-
to-end strategy for supporting, engaging, and delighting
potential employees through every stage of the relationship. It
starts by delivering a flexible interviewing process, which could
take place in-person, or over video conferencing tools,
depending on the candidate’s availability. 

Good candidate care also involves being as transparent as
possible about the recruitment and hiring process. Companies
need to ensure they’re constantly communicating with their
top talent if they want to avoid losing candidates to other
employers.

The hiring process should be fast, convenient, and simple for the candidate. Indeed, around
43% of job seekers highlighted on LinkedIn now say they would consider writing negative
reviews about an employer with a lengthy recruitment process. Additionally, companies need
to focus on finding ways to help their employees envision a future with their company, by
providing insights into development and promotion opportunities as quickly as possible. 
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https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/what-risks-delayed-recruitment-process-kimlay-try


Extensive Candidate Care Is a Must

Summary: Today’s hiring managers and business leaders need to
ensure they’re delivering a fantastic candidate experience
throughout their entire relationship with new hires. Every step of the
process needs to be as streamlined and empathetic as possible.
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Notably, it’s also worth recognising many employees who leave roles today end up bouncing
back to their original jobs. Around 4.2% of all hires from job postings on LinkedIn were
“boomerang candidates” in 2022. With this in mind, companies will need to rethink their
“offboarding processes” too, making sure they maintain strong relationships with talent
leaving their team.
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https://www.kornferry.com/content/dam/kornferry-v2/featured-topics/pdf/Paper-RPO-TA-trends-2023.pdf


Excellent Employer Branding Will be
Crucial05

The way companies recruit and retain employees has changed in an age of technological
advancement, career review sites, and social media. Without a strong employer brand,
companies consistently miss out on top candidates. In fact, 83% of employers say employer
branding makes a significant difference to their ability to hire talent. 

Successful employer branding requires companies to think carefully about what really matters
to their current team members, future candidates, and stakeholders. Organisations can
leverage an employer brand to help differentiate themselves from other employers during a
major talent shortage, and even increase commitment and engagement among existing team
members. 

The concept of “employer branding” in the medical device
landscape has grown increasingly important in recent years. No
matter how skilled your recruitment company is, they’ll struggle to
get a “yes” from your ideal candidate if your employer brand isn’t
up-to-scratch. 
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of employers say
employer

branding make a
difference to
hiring talent

83%
Your employer brand should showcase how you
support effective and powerful employee relationships
for your team members. It needs to highlight your
commitment to flexibility, empathy, and consistent
team development. 

Notably, it’s not enough to simply define the values and
visions that will contribute to your company culture
and employer brand. Business leaders also need to
ensure they’re consistently promoting their caring and
empathetic nature as often as possible. 

https://www.talentlyft.com/en/resources/what-is-employer-brand


Excellent Employer Branding Will be
Crucial

Summary: Commit to building your employer brand around the
values close to your existing and future employees. Highlight your
empathetic and caring nature and use every opportunity to
showcase your dedication to supporting your team members.
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Evidence of strong branding should appear in everything from job descriptions to interviews,
and even business websites. Even existing employees can be transformed into brand
advocates, sharing their insights into the experiences of working with your business. 

In an age of “Quiet Quitting”, it will be particularly essential for business leaders to show their
commitment to listening to their employees and taking steps to alleviate burnout. Even in a
time where team members are experiencing significant personal and career-based stress, 40%
of companies are failing to tackle these issues effectively. 
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https://www.cipd.co.uk/knowledge/culture/well-being/health-well-being-work#gref
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Changing workplaces, hybrid working strategies, and evolving ecosystems are pushing a
demand for a more digitised workplace. As a result, companies are under more pressure to
upskill, reskill, and consistently train their team members. 

Today’s businesses in every sector are facing serious skill gaps. 

However, the talent shortage isn’t just a result of changing
employee expectations and preferences. As the world continues to
digitally transform, many medical sales staff members feel they no
longer have the knowledge they need to thrive in their industry. 

Continued Professional Development
Will Help Companies Thrive
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Changing workplaces, hybrid working
strategies, and evolving ecosystems are
pushing a demand for a more digitised
workplace. As a result, companies are under
more pressure to upskill, reskill, and
consistently train their team members. 

Around 61% of today’s employees believe they
don’t have the skills they need to thrive in the
next 5 years. Companies that commit to
keeping their team members up-to-date with
the latest education and training opportunities
will easily outshine their competition. 

Not only will a focus on training and
development help employers in skills-short
marketplaces to attract more talent, but it can
also improve the results companies get from
their existing employees. Training and
reskilling existing staff members should ensure
business leaders don’t need to constantly
replace their staff members with newer,
younger workers. 



Continued Professional Development
Will Help Companies Thrive

Summary: In a skills-short marketplace, training and educating
employees consistently will help to attract new talent and retain
existing staff. Commit to keeping your team members up-to-date
with the latest education, and you’ll be rewarded with a simpler
hiring process.
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Additionally, a good training plan will help to preserve employee engagement and keep team
members committed to the company when new role opportunities emerge. 

A company culture which prioritises continuous education and improvement shows potential
employees they have room to grow within your organisation. It also helps existing employees
remain productive and efficient as the workplace continues to evolve. 

Business leaders will need to communicate regularly with their staff members to gain insights
into where they may be able to offer the most impactful training opportunities. 
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Summary: Today’s employers won’t be able to simply “go it alone”
in the recruitment world. They’ll rely on professional recruitment
teams to give them access to a wider talent pipeline and ensure
they can stand out in a competitive landscape. 

Increasingly, specialist recruitment teams are becoming more than just a way for teams to
save time and money on hiring. These specialists are providing modern companies with
powerful access to talent pipelines and diverse recruitment strategies they couldn’t access
elsewhere. 

As available positions in the medical sales space continue to increase, and the number of
talented professionals dwindles, you’ll need to work with the right recruitment team to
develop a consistent talent pipeline. Most of the diamonds in the candidate space are hidden
from public view, but they’re already connected with specialist recruiters, through their
networking strategies. 

With a recruitment partner, you’ll be able to increase your hiring potential by appealing not
just to active candidates, but passive professionals from a range of different industries. 

A specialist recruitment company not only understands your marketplace, but also gets to
know you, their client, on a deeper level. They take the time to get to know your company
culture, role challenges, team dynamics, and onboarding strategies. They also understand how
to present your employer brand in a way that generates positive results.
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Though many aspects of the hiring landscape for medical
device employers have changed in recent years, one factor
remains the same. To get ahead in a skills-short, and complex
recruitment environment, business leaders desperately need
to access the right help. 

Specialist Recruitment Teams will Be
Valuable Partners
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http://www.advancerecruitment.net/
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The recruitment market continues to be a
complex and ever-changing area for
business leaders. Although some issues
from the previous two years have begun to
diminish, there are still countless challenges
to overcome in the years ahead. 

2023 will see a continuation of an
unpredictable recruitment landscape,
where skill shortages reign, and employers
need to work harder to find the talent they
need. 

This year, employers will need to rethink
their hiring strategies with a focus on DEI,
empathy, and delivering the right benefits
to employees. 

Specialist recruiters will continue to see
increased demand from their medical
device clients, as well as the candidates they
represent. 

It’s an interesting time for all of us. Make
sure you’re prepared.



The REC is the voice of the recruitment industry, speaking up for great
recruiters.

About Advance Recruitment

Advance Recruitment is a specialist medtech recruitment agency with a focus on filling commercial
positions such as management, sales, marketing and clinical training. 

Founded in 1997, we are the longest established recruitment agency in our sector. 

Based in Manchester, our in depth knowledge of the medtech sector allows us to help our clients attract
the brightest talent and enables our candidates to build exciting and fulfilling careers. 

We work with everyone from large, blue-chip multinational companies to SMEs and start up
organisations.

Memberships

It drive standards and empowers recruitment businesses to build better futures for their candidates and
themselves. They are champions of an industry which is fundamental to the strength of the UK economy.

REC members are recognised for their professionalism and the value they provide to clients and
candidates. If a recruitment agency displays the REC logo, it's a sign of quality. It demonstrates that they
have passed the REC Compliance Test and adhere to their Code of Professional Practice.

Advance Recruitment's values are aligned to that of the REC and you are guaranteed a high standard of
ethical conduct and professional behaviour.

Next Steps

Follow our company page
Karen McCurdy - Director
Dave Johnson - Director
Liv Riley-Joyce - Business Manager
Clare Brennan - Resourcer
Jasmin Williams - Talent Partner

Facebook
Twitter
Instagram

Connect with us on LinkedIn:

Follow us on:

If you are looking to expand your team, please do not hesitate to give us a call to see how we can save
you time on your hiring process.

Call: 0161 969 9700

Email: info@advancerecruitment.net
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http://advancerecruitment.net/


Sourcing and selecting talent is one of, if not the most important
aspect of a mangers role. To build a highly successful, diverse,
collaborative & motivated team you need the right people with
the right skill sets and the desire to succeed. To help you do this it
is imperative that you partner with a recruitment team that
knows you and your business inside out and more importantly
can identify and source the right people for you.

I have been in medical sales for 29 years and worked with many
recruitment teams along the way. Lately I have been working
with Advance Recruitment and Karen McCurdy who have been
first class. You are not fed CV’s en masse but given a select few
that they know will suit you, your business and compliment your
team dynamics. Advance Recruitment and Karen are a very
valuable extension of my team! 

Nick Roberts, Sales Director UK and Ireland, Atos Medical UK

TESTIMONIALS

I started dealing with Advance probably 10 years ago, and they
have helped me enormously throughout my journey. Always
enjoyed speaking with Dave, Liv and Karen. Had excellent
support and advice throughout, and always felt Advance were
looking out for my interests, not just to get a sale.

I quickly found myself calling Advance first because of the
service. As I’ve got to know key people at Advance, and as
they’ve got to know me, it’s created an excellent working
relationship. I feel Advance know the type of candidate I hire,
and also the type of role that would be a great fit for me.

In my 13-year career in medical, Advance has helped me move
to 3 different positions, all of which were great fits. As a manager
I have lost count of how many great candidates Liv, Dave and
Karen have helped me hire. They know the type of person that
would succeed in my teams and really do solve the problem I
have.
I am 100% willing to recommend to colleagues and they are the
first people I recommend to anyone who mentions medical
recruitment.

Andy Massey, Sales & Marketing Manager, Bracco



Everyone at Advance is extremely approachable,
experienced in the industry and has good knowledge of the
business. I have continued to use Advance because they
understand our business and the type of candidates that
would fit into our company culture.

One of the most significant benefits of using Advance is
good communication, knowledge of the market and
successful placing of candidates.

Working with Advance is an easy, open and honest
relationship. You feel like you are talking to someone who
understands what you are looking for.

I would highly recommend Advance recruitment and
especially Liv! Liv is great to work with and we have placed
many successful candidates within our business due to her
hard work and determination.

Suzanne Oldham, Managing Director - Bracco

TESTIMONIALS

I had worked with Advance Recruitment in a previous role
and found that the standard of candidates they referred
matched the agreed candidate profile. We were having
issues with recruitment that mostly consisted of poor
quality and quantity of referred candidates. This was
causing extended delays with our recruitment process and
requiring additional investment of our resources to resolve.
After I reached out to Dave, we immediately seen an
increase in candidate referrals that matched our required
profile. This eased our recruitment issues very quickly and
made our recruitment process very simple and efficient.

Jim Pallas, UK&I Commercial Director - Amcare


